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Alternative Community Training

Dear Friends of ACT,

I

n my November 2015 letter to you,
I wrote with great emotion. I vented
my frustrations about the injustices
I felt were perpetrated by our State
authorities. I think you’ll agree that
someone must own this problem.

Rebasing, according to the 2009
Department of Mental Health
(DMH) Report to a Senate Select
Committee, should occur until rates
have been increased to the current
actual cost of providing services.

I talked about rebasing. I want to
address it in this letter, too. This
time, I’ll do it calmly, but with no
less passion. (One reader called
that last letter a “zinger.”)

The plan was for this problem to be
solved in about five years, subject to
appropriations or redistribution of
DMH funds. That was easily said,
but not easily done, it turns out.

Rebase was a word that was new to
me just a few years ago. According to
the Oxford English Dictionary, it is
a verb that means to establish a new
base level for a tax, a price index, or, in
this case, a compensation percentage.

In 2013, as the result of legislative
action, rebasing began. It brought
some of the oldest rates to about
60% of the current rate for providing
services to new entrants.

At this point, to me, it simply
means equality, a level playing
field. It’s what we want. The
people we serve deserve it.
Rebasing will adjust the oldest and
lowest contract provider rates in
an effort to move steadily toward a
standard rate for providing a given
service, regardless of who provides it.
If you didn’t read my previous letter
on this topic, you probably won’t know
that new entrants accessing the system
for Individualized Supported Living
services are receiving much higher
rates for services when compared
to those who’ve been receiving
services for a longer period of time.
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In 2014, the legislature approved
rebasing funds; but the Governor
vetoed the funding.
In 2015, the legislature again approved
rebasing funds; but the Governor
withheld them, based on concerns
about balancing the budget.
In December, we met with a Senate
Policy Analyst in Sen. Kurt Schaefer’s
office in the Capitol. Joining me
were ACT Board members and the
parents of a young lady we support in
an Individualized Supported Living
home. We stated our case for rebasing.
From early indications, we were
heard. Following the meeting,
the Senate asked the Division of
Developmental Disabilities for
alternative rebasing options.

Now, in 2016, the Governor
proposed rebasing funds in
his budget recommendation
to the legislature. Early in the
legislative session, which ends
May 13th, a House Appropriations
Committee added rebasing dollars
to the Budget (HB 2010).
Next, we took our message to local
legislators. We met with Rep. Stephen
Weber and Rep. Caleb Rowden.
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Steve Lee provided testimony to the
Senate Appropriations Committee
Hearing in late January. He talked
about the need for rebasing.
Steve is the parent who, with his
wife Suzy, has been attending
meetings with our legislators. They
are champions for this cause and the
cause of people with disabilities.
Many people representing
organizations and associations
provided testimony that day.
Lobbyists gave their input, too.
Steve, unlike others, spoke as a parent.
Although his testimony may not have
seemed as scripted as some, he offered
a perspective that was different and
more impactful than the rest. He
talked about his daughter, Abby.
While at the Capitol, we also
visited Rep. Kip Kendrick
and Rep. Chuck Basye.
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Y

ou can be certain that partisanship
is alive and well in Missouri.
That’s become absolutely clear to me.
Legislators may be quick to point
fingers at the Executive Branch,
or at one another, for our failure
to accomplish true rebasing. But
we can and should get past this.
This should be and can be a time
when everyone does the right
thing, rising above partisanship
and political posturing to support
and actually accomplish rebasing.
While we’re at it, please, let’s address
the oldest and lowest rates first.

This should be
and can be
a time when
everyone
does the
right thing

I don’t care who gets credit for solving
this. A little placard, given to me
by my late father-in-law, sits on the
credenza behind my desk. It reads:
There is no limit to what a man
can do or where he can go if he
doesn’t mind who gets the credit.
If you’re a parent or family member
of a person served by a provider like
ACT, please call your legislator and
ask him or her to support rebasing
in HB 2010. Please don’t back
down on this message until we have
equitable rates across the state.
I’ll stop now. I’m starting to
get worked up again!

Until next month,

Mark
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G

oing to the State Fair, a Cardinals
baseball game, or an all day trip
to a historic town is always a hit in the
Day Program. But the activities offered
on a regular basis are just as popular.
Those include science experiments,
board games, and crafts on-site.
Volunteering at the Food Pantry,
recycling, and going to the arcade are
regularly offered for people who like
being out and around town. ACT has
even joined the YMCA in Jefferson
City to provide swimming, exercise,
and recreation opportunities.
Each month, ideas for the activities
schedule are generated during team
meetings. Day Program Activities
Coordinator, Kristin Cummins,
meets with individuals to discuss
things they would like to do. She
also does extensive research on
events and opportunities available
throughout mid-Missouri.

Area
businesses
recognize
the value in
welcoming
all members
of the
community

For on-site activities, Cummins
typically uses a theme for each week.
Sometimes it’s a country or an animal
of interest. Sometimes the theme
is seasonal. Once, the whole week’s
activities revolved around an ocean
cruise. An educational component
is almost always included.
In addition to responding to
requests, Cummins is very creative
in brainstorming new activities for
individuals to try. To get everyone
moving, and provide opportunities
to work on personal fitness goals, she
plans a variety of adapted sports.
“We adapt some sports with beach
balls or balloons,” Cummins says.
“I have an intern who is focused on
identifying and leading recreational
and exercise activities.”
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A GROUP
enjoying a painting craft
Cummins is also always on the lookout
for partnerships, sponsorships and
discounts that might be available.
ACT staff frequently bring her
information and leads when they
return from the community.
“Area businesses recognize the
value in welcoming all members
of the community. Most are also
aware of the budget constraints that
an agency such as ACT operates
with. We qualify for an affordable
group rate at the bowling alley and
several local restaurants charge us
reduced rates when we go out for
coffee or snacks!” Cummins says.
Everyone in the program has his
or her favorite activity. For Buddy,
it’s bowling. Dylan’s favorite is
cooking on-site at ACT.
Day Program activities don’t have
to be big or lavish to be valued
and appreciated. Sometimes it’s a
simple activity that satisfies and
fulfills the needs of participants. •
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Affordable Accessible Housing Champion

Lawrence

LILE
A

fter seeing his father-in-law
move into a Independent
Supported Living (ISL)
home in Arizona in the early
2000’s, Lawrence Lile, an engineer,
decided he wanted to be a part of
the solution here in Columbia.

“I SP E N T
OV E R

$11,000

MAKING
T H E HO U SE
AC C E S SI B L E .”

That’s what
sets Lile
apart from
the rest.

“My father-in-law had a great set-up
at his new house. It suited all of his
physical needs and the relationship
between landlord and tenant was
long-term. I wanted to help provide
that for people with disabilities here.”
The lack of affordable housing in
Columbia is a serious challenge.
As a result, ACT staff struggle to
find high quality homes in the
community for individuals with
almost no budget flexibility.
During a two-day affordable
housing summit in Columbia last
December, Randy Cole, the City’s
Housing Programs Supervisor, said
the City’s gross median rent has
increased over the past five years.
ACT’s Community Living (CL)
program offers services ISL homes
to people with disabilities.
Many factors stack the deck against
the CL program’s work to assist
individuals with finding homes.
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College students drive up the cost of
housing in Columbia. Because the
stream of incoming students seems
to never end, the typical landlord is
unlikely to negotiate a lower price.

A peek at the accessible
shower, still under
construction.

And most homes available for rent
just are not accessible to people who
need particular types of support.
Individuals supported in CL simply
cannot afford renovations. Most
landlords won’t pick up the bill.
In a reality where most tenants
come and go within a year, it can
be difficult to see the long term
benefits of changing a home for
tenants. This is especially true when
there are so many prospective
tenants who are able to rent the
home without any modifications.

A walk-in closet
transformed into an
accessible shower.

That’s what sets Lile apart
from the rest.
It’s been over ten years since
Lile purchased and renovated
his first house to rent to
individuals supported in CL.
“That was my flagship rental.
I spent over $11, 000 making
the house accessible. And I’m
proud of it!” Lile beams.
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L AW R E N C E L I L E
Continued on page 4
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Prior to buying that first property,
Lile reached out to CL program
Director Don Lafferty and inquired
about the need for quality homes,
and landlords, for individuals served
in the program. After speaking with
Lafferty, Lile leaped into action.
Lile understood that an initial
investment into the property not
only helped the individuals, but also
led to a long term, low maintenance
landlord-tenant relationship.
Lile is now a landlord for five
individuals in CL, and a self-taught
expert in Universal Design (UD).
Lots of research, studying designs,
trial and error, and seeking local
resources such as Services for
Independent Living (SIL) have
deepened his understanding of
accessibility and universal design.
“I like to try different arrangements
until I find what works. I’m an
engineer. It’s what I do,” Lile says.

“ I lik e to
t r y di fferent
ar r a ngem en t s
u ntil I fi n d
wh at w ork s .
I ’ m an
e n gi neer. I t’s
w hat I do,”
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He takes the time to tend to his
tenants and care for their homes.
“After a person using a wheelchair has
lived in the house for awhile, I will
come in to take a look at the house to
see where the chair has consistently
bumped into the wall. I then repair
and place a hard surface, such as
aluminum, on those spots,” Lile says.
He is currently renovating a
property for two individuals in CL.
To make it accessible, doorways
have been widened to 36 inches,
a walk-in closet was made into
an accessible shower, carpet was
replaced with durable vinyl floor, and
slow gradients were placed at each
doorway, all within UD guidelines.

“Mr. Lile has been accommodating
and VERY individual-focused to make
sure that the environment meets the
needs of the people moving in,” says
CL Manager Carrie Griffith. “He’s
been available and allowed us to
tour the property multiple times to
be sure everyone likes the property
and that it’s an appropriate match.”
Lile is an electrical engineer. He
helps his tenants save serious cash on
energy. In the house he is renovating
now, Lile replaced the HVAC with
a heating/air service that allows
independent temperature control
of each individual’s room. Lile has
also installed special foam around
windows and doorways where he’s
identified air leaks using a special fan.
Lile was also willing to work with
individuals on a monthly payment
that works for everyone. “He has
been able to negotiate the rent so
that our individuals can afford it
while still meeting his goals as a
landlord,” Griffith says of Lile.
Lile also takes into account the
employees providing support. In most
CL houses, a staff person called a livein, resides in the home too. Lile beefed
up insulation to act as a sound barrier.
This gives the live-in additional
privacy when he or she is off the clock.
Griffith says of Lile, “It is incredibly
difficult to find affordable, safe, and
accessible housing in Columbia. He
honestly has just been a pleasure
to work with and we have been so
thankful for this partnership.” •

It is
in c re d i b l y
d iffic u l t
t o find
a ffor d a b l e ,
safe , a n d
accessible
h ous i n g i n
C ol u m b i a .
He honestly
has just been
a pleasure
to work
wit h a n d w e
h a ve b e e n
so t h a n k f u l
for t h i s
partnership.

“The accessible shower took years
to perfect. Leaking was a huge
issue. We have the right design
this time around,” Lile says.
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Tip from Tara

LET’S ALL MAKE SOME

NEW PATHS!
Today I’m having one of those days
when you are forced to think about
something extremely difficult, stressful
and hard simply because your time
is up in delaying thinking about it.

five years and feeling extremely
thankful for all the professionals I’ve
worked with, I finally responded to
the question, “what are my thoughts
concerning next school year?”

has many wonderful skills. He has
talent. I worry very much he is not
working on what he needs to work on
now to be able to do any or all of these
things in just 6 and a half more years.

I have to admit I hesitated in sharing
what I am about to share, but I do
so knowing that by sharing it maybe
I can help another parent dealing
with the same thing. That is after all
the reason I write these tips every
month, so here goes nothing…

Here is what I said after discussing
my thoughts on Rye’s current
academic level and after outlining
Rye’s opinion on the matter:

I know that is all A LOT of big
goals and dreams and hope for
him discovering his full potential
as a person. So… how do we
get all of that into the IEP?
I know I’m hard and expect a lot but
thanks for continuing to support
Rye’s dreams and ours! I do think
all of this is possible if we find a
way to help him make it happen!”

Today I needed to finally respond to
several emails regarding my opinion
on the future plans for my son Rye.
As most of you know, at least if
you’ve read any previous tips I’ve
written, that Rye is my twelve-yearold son who is differently-abled.
Rye is an amazing kid who happens to
be on the autism spectrum. Rye is in
sixth grade. It would be accurate to say
that Rye’s transition to middle school
has been pretty challenging for him.
Today, after spending the past few
days thinking about what I’ve learned
professionally over the past twenty-
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“I don’t really know what all the
options are but I want what I’ve always
want for Rye. I want him to feel happy
and good about trying his best. I want
him to learn and be a good learner. I
want him to be prepared for a world
as an adult that I eventually won’t be
a part of and that is what is very scary
for me (and every parent I know).
I want him to be able to work in a job
that promotes his full potential as a
person. I want more than sheltered
employment. I want more than
stocking shelves or cleaning off a table
in the food court. I want him to start
working on what he needs to know
if he wants to go to cooking school,
or become a construction worker, or
maybe even a day care provider. He

Today I ask all of you who work
with, teach, or who parent somebody
who is differently-abled to keep your
dreams big, shoot for the moon.
Everybody’s journey is different.
Everybody learns differently.
Being different doesn’t make anything
impossible, it just makes the path
to all the possibilities different.

Tara and her sons.

RYE IS AN
AMAZING
KID

Let’s all make some new paths!•
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ELI EXCELS
I N H I S J O B AT M I Z Z O U AT H L E T I C S T R A I N I N G C O M P L E X

W

hen you walk around the
Mizzou Athletics Training
Complex (MATC) with
Eli, you know he belongs there.
He shows you around as if he runs
the place. He knows everyone’s
office. He knows where the players
are in the building at all times. He
knows exactly where his favorite
players are honored on the walls.
And most importantly, he is
knocking it out of the park
with his job performance
He casually waves hello to everyone
who passes, often times getting a “hello
Eli” in response. You’d never guess
he’s only worked there three months.
Finding meaningful employment
for Eli was a no brainer for ACT
Career Services (ACS) Career
Specialist Dustin Murray.
Eli has always been die-hard about
one thing: sports. So Murray knew
he would be a perfect addition to the
staff at MATC. (You can read about
ACS’s relationship with University
of Missouri’s Sports Park here.)
As the sun rises over the athletic
complex, you can find Eli preparing
the building for another day of
successes. He ensures the building
is spotless for the athletes and
coaches. This makes him proud.
He arrives at 5:00 am and starts his
day by cleaning rooms where hours
and hours of game tapes are reviewed
and coaches hammered out their
game day plans. He winds up his day
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dusting the pictures that pay tribute
to Mizzou’s athletic greats, some of
whom once roamed those same halls.
“My favorite place to clean is Barry
Odom’s (head coach of the MU
football team) office,” states Eli.
“Do you want me to introduce
you to him?” “My favorite thing
about the job is getting to know
everyone here!” He exclaims.

Eli posing next to his
favorite MU football
player, Justin Smith.

In his 90 days working at the
facility, he has made quite an
impression on everybody,
professionally and personally.
“All the players and coaches know
him on a first name basis,” says Sandra
Frey, ACS Career Specialist. He
might have been shy at first, but now
there isn’t a stranger in the house.
MATC’s Lead Custodian and
Hiring Manager for the cleaning
crew Mike Lindsay adds, “He goes
above and beyond expectations.”
Eli’s devotion to sports has
gained him some notoriety in the
past. A University of Missouri
journalism student filmed a piece
highlighting Eli’s involvement
with the 2015 5A State Champion
Battle Spartans. He was known by
everyone as the team motivator.
Whether it was his position on
the Spartans’ team or his outgoing
personality, his popularity earned
him the Battle Spartans 2014-2015
court-warming king, a first ever
for the three-year-old school.

Eli giving his tour of MATC

Now at MATC, it didn’t take Eli long
to introduce himself to the newlynamed head football coach and
suggest he fill the position of head
motivator on the Tiger’s roster.
Eli thrives alongside athletic figures
he looks up to. Now he is getting
paid to do it. And he’s excelling.
“He loves it!” Frey says. “He loves
sports. So, this is a truly perfect fit.
He has really blossomed there.”
Eli now receives very little support
from ACS. As one who receives
services from ACS grows into his
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or her position, the amount of
time a Career Specialist provides
job coaching decreases.
Soon Eli will no longer need support
from ACS and Frey, who is down
to one day a week for less than an
hour. That is always the goal for
individuals receiving services in ACS.
It can be hard finding one’s
professional sweet spot. We are
thrilled to have helped Eli find
his. ACT will be cheering you
on all the way, Eli! M-I-Z…! •
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Check our Twitter @ACTofCoMo and our Facebook fb.com/ACTofCoMo for more details
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